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Use 4x4 vehicles for small groups,who wish to travel to golf field
towns,and towns to promote their museums,and history of their
town, the tourists wish to explore.
Also travel to a small designated area using 4x4 vehicle and
staying overnight or longer in these towns if tourists wish to do
so.
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I'am one of the stakeeholders mentioned ,by
in his public ads,in the Herald Sun dated,32
2017,and also in the Herald Weekly Times,dated 822017.
I reject any,and all environmental changes proposed by Environmental Office of DELWP an
Enviromental Minister of Victoria.
All proposed changes don't take into account,many other stakeholders concerns,such as mine.
They only reflect a highly organised City Based Green View, leaving the rural areas,with great losses
to any employment opportunities,which are sorely needed now in Country Rural Victoria.

All these proposed changes to Biodiversity and Native Vegetation, will cost the taxpayer a total loss.
What tourist in their right mind, for a 1 hour bus ride,would want to see more and more 1800's
Diggers holes in the ground,which would go on and on and on,not to mention ,lack of
vegetation,trees fallen over,stumps, but great roads.
I'm sure when the tourists get back home,they would network to others ,their travels,to the old
gold fields,and most future tourists,would cease to travel their.
But as quoted by another member on 4 umer prospecting forum,if they new about Sovereign Hill in
Balllarat,i'm sure they would flock to this place in droves, as there is much to see and do.
And maybe leave these old gravel tracks alone.
So if a small number of tourists, from o'seas ect want to see the old gold diggings,may be the locals
could start up a small 4 wheel drive company,for these small amount of tourists to go to a
designated area,to site see only from vehicles, and leave us, the ones who really love and use the
bush alone.
And maybe if farmers, landowners and others who use the bush ect Promote Sovereign Hill and if
they get a big influx of tourists their,because of word of mouth , Sovereign Hill or Ballarat Council
could help these towns Financially also
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